VISTAMATIC® is a pioneering
designer and manufacturer of privacy
glass solutions used in hundreds of
hospitals, medical facilities, highsecurity environments, corporations
and universities across the world for
over 40 years.
Our vision panels consist of
three sheets of glass set as an
insulated unit, operated by using
VISTAMATIC’S propriety lever
mechanism. When the lever is turned,
the inner sheet of glass rises to
enable observation and, by turning
the handle back, vision is obscured.
All panels are fully customizable and
come with a lifetime warranty.

®

Get in touch to discuss how
The Benefits of our
vision panels:
»»
»»
»»
»»

Maintenance-free
Made in the USA
Mitigates spread of infection
Easily and cost-effectively
installed
»» Customizable to unique needs
»» Modern and Stylish
Applications
Perfect for any environment
where privacy and observation
controls are required:
»»
»»
»»
»»

Healthcare
Education
High-Security Environments
Commercial

our range of privacy windows
can improve your working
environment:

InfoUS@Vistamatic.com
11713 NW 39th Street
Coral Springs, FL 33065

Privacy Glass Solutions
for Observation Control

®

®

www.vistamatic.com
T: 1-866-466-9525
F: 1-866-861-9135

www.vistamatic.com

VISTA-MAX™

SUPERMAX™

With a large viewing
aspect and full-length
alternative lines, this
is an ideal option
for privacy control
in doors and walls.
Customized sizes
(up to 40” x 40”)
are available.

Designed for large
openings exceeding
40” x 40” in doors
and walls. With two
uniquely operated
vision panels sealed
as a single unit, it
brings an aesthetically
beautiful design with
dual-privacy controls.

VISTA-SLIDE™ Designed for larger scale
viewing, operates by moving side-to-side
(vertical lines) rather than up and down;
available in a variety of sizes for optimal
exposure and privacy control.

GLAZING/GLASS OPTIONS
»»Lead
»»Fire Rated
»»Polycarbonate*
»»Bullet Resistant

GRAPHIC OPTIONS
»»Sandblast

Combines the
versatility of the
VISTA-MAX and
adds a note taking
functionality to
be used with dry
erase markers.

VISTAPORT

®

MAX-XL

®

Designed for
long and narrow
openings; a great
option for full-length
openings.

®

» Vinyl

» Artwork

HANDLE OPTIONS
LEVER

VISTA-MAX™ NOTE

»»Laminated
»»Tempered Glass
»»Laser Polymer*

A unique design and
functionality that
serves to provide
security observation
control as well as a
sleek and modern
look. Measuring 15¾”
it can fit in virtually
any door or wall.

LIGATURE
FREE

*LOCKING

SLIM LINE

VISTAMATIC Vision Panels have the
option to be *dual or single sided
operable to best suit your needs and
specifications. Mix and match handle
options are also available.
*Restrictions may apply

